Sustainable Historic Preservation

Assessment &
Design Tool
Identify Sustainable
Historic Design Components
& Plan Sustainability Upgrades
For Historic Structures & Districts

Preservation is Sustainable
Historic structures were designed before air conditioning was an option, and were therefore designed
to maximize natural methods of
Historic Districts cooling. Historic districts are
are the greenest. laid out in a grid pattern, connected with sidewalks, placing
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oriented area (i.e. historic
district) consumes less
energy than a new home
built with green technologies in an outlying subdivision (i.e. sprawl.)

nology – that may be used to
upgrade a building to help it
operate more efficiently. The
City of Fort Pierce encourages
owners of historic properties to
assess and build on these sustainable features.

First…Assess the Structure
Before implementing any energy conservation
measures to enhance the sustainability of a historic
building, the existing energy-efficient components of
the structure should be assessed. The design, materials, type of construction, site orientation and surrounding landscape all play a role in how buildings
perform. The key to a successful rehabilitation project is to identify and understand any lost original
and existing energy-efficient components of the struc-

ture as well as its character defining features, and
assess each component’s current condition and functionality. This assessment tool is included on the
following page.

Next...Maintain & Improve
In order to encourage increasing sustainability in
historic areas and to provide a wide range of options,
the City has set up three Design Tiers for property
owners to choose from. The specific options in each
tier are adopted by the City Commission and are
found in this Design Tool. The tiers are set up to
encourage owners to make the most effective and
historically appropriate upgrade choices.
Tier One lists maintenance and upgrades to sustainable historic components, which require no historic
approval.
Tier Two lists upgrade options which are likely appropriate, and which can be approved administratively.
Tier Three lists those sustainability options which
harm historic integrity, and can only be recommended when those options in Tiers One and Two have
been unsuccessful in addressing energy consumption.
These require Historic Preservation Board approval.
Owners are encouraged to research beyond those
options listed in this document for additional sustainability retrofits. The Historic Preservation Officer will determine the appropriate tier for these
proposals on a case-by-case basis.

THE GREENEST HOUSE IS ONE THAT’S ALREADY BUILT.

Step One: Assess Historic Components

Step Two: Maintenance & Upgrades
The following design standards should be implemented starting at the first tier, then the second tier improvements should be explored. Only if the implementation of tiers one and two are not effective, should tier
three alterations be considered.

Tier One :
Look into these options first. These are primarily interior changes or exterior maintenance to keep historic surfaces in good
working order.

None of these Tier One sustainability retrofits require Historic Preservation review or approval.
Roof/Attic:
Maintain:  Insulate in attic spaces with a high R-value insulation
 Caulk around all soffits and exposed rafters to seal any drafts into the attic
Upgrade:  If re-roofing (which does require Historic Preservation review), add a vented, multi-layer radiant
barrier between the sheathing and the finished roofing material. This doubles as both radiant heat
shield and insulation. This can reduce heat gains through the roof by about 25%.
 If working roof vents are present, install an interior attic fan to facilitate “the chimney effect”
for natural cooling.
 Flat roofs: Paint roof white with LEED Certified paint to reflect heat
 Flat roofs: Add solar panels if not visible from the right of way
Walls:

Wood Clapboard and thick stucco are traditional, local exterior wall fabric choices, and are beneficial for their
naturally insulating features.

Maintain:  Keep exterior walls painted. Consider LEED certified or similar paints for heat load reduction.
 Replace any rotten wood with either salvaged wood of the same species and dimension, or a
high-quality, termite-resistant wood, like cypress or pressure treated. Salvaged, historic woods are
much more termite-resistant than commercially available woods.
 Caulk seams on original clapboard before painting.
Upgrade:  Insulate interior walls only if the wall is open due to remodeling. (It is not recommended to remove original plaster walls to insulate, as plaster walls are
not only a character defining feature of a
historic interior, they are also much more resilient than drywall in hurricane situations. Simply wipe up the
water if water intrudes through the windows or roof. If should be noted that a great deal of water in a ceiling
will cause it to fall, regardless of the material.)*
Windows: Historic, operable, double-hung windows are vital for taking advantage of reducing energy consumption on tem-

perate, breezy days. Lowering the top sash allows hotter air near the ceiling to vent from the house. (New, singlehung windows do not have this sustainable, natural-venting option. )
Maintain:  Keep panes glazed,
 Carefully paint all wood surfaces without allowing paint into the seams where the sash meets
the frame, (thus freezing the sash and making it inoperable.)
 Replace deteriorated wood
 Repair sash weights. For detailed information on historic window maintenance, contact the Fort Pierce
Planning Office for a detailed brochure.
 Caulk between all window trim and wall fabric to seal potential leaks.
Upgrade:  Install weather stripping.
 Install interior window treatments to block direct sunlight, reducing heat load.
 If original windows are inoperable, remove sashes, sand all meeting parts, paint and let thoroughly dry, re-hang sash weights, re-install.
Doors:
Historic wooden doors are a character-defining feature of historic structures. Wood is a good insulator.
Maintain:  Caulk any seams or cracks, and keep door painted or finished with polyurethane
 Maintain door frame for good fit: Replace rotten frame material with either salvage wood,
cypress, or pressure-treated wood
Upgrade:  Add weather stripping and door sweeps
Floors:
Many local historic homes have original dade county pine hardwood floors. Wood is a good insulator.
Upgrade:  Add fiberglass insulation under the floor between the floor joists in the crawl space
Fixtures:
Upgrade:  Replace appliances with energy efficient models and plumbing fixtures with low-flow models
Interior Doors: Transoms
Some historic structures have operable transom windows above interior doors. Maintaining or
repairing these to make them operable assists in extending the “no A/C season,” allowing how air near ceilings
to be vented out through the “Chimney effect.”
Maintain:  Maintain or repair transom windows to allow them to be easily operable
Interior Walls:
Upgrade:  When repainting, use low-VOC paints to reduce environmental hazards
 Install sensors and timers to control temperature and lighting
Landscape/Yard:
Upgrade:

 Plant shade trees to the south, west, and east of the structure. Ensure that adequate room is
factored in for the tree to reach its full crown at maturity without endangering the structure.
Shading a home can reduce a structure’s indoor temperature by as much as 20 degrees.
 Install rain barrels under rain gutter downspouts and the A/C condenser drip line, reclaiming
water for garden and landscape irrigation.

Behavior Modification:
 Adjust the air conditioning to a warmer temperature when structure is empty
 Slowly adjust the air conditioning to a warmer temperature over time, perhaps one degree per week, during the summer.
 Plug TV and related electronics into power strip, switching off at night to reduce power drain
 Close off portions of the structure, closing vents in the area as well
 Close window coverings against direct sun to reduce heat load

Tier Two:
These sustainability options impact the exterior, but may be appropriate, depending on the design of the structure, its historic designation, the way it is sited, what surrounds it, and the proposed type, material, design, and
color of the alteration. Administrative review and approval is required for these alterations.

Administrative Certificates of Appropriateness:
Fee: $10.00
Review Time: Three (3) days, average
Roof:
Upgrades:  Solar panels not viewable from the right of way on sloped roofs
 Replace non-original roof with appropriate mill-finish metal roof (usually either standing seam
or metal shingle may be appropriate.) Add radiant barrier underneath, as noted in Tier One
 Replace deteriorated original metal roof with metal roof of the same design, material and color.
Add radiant barrier as noted in Tier One
 Add working roof vents to gable ends. Critical component of “chimney effect” natural cooling
 When re-roofing, integrate solar shingles into roofing shingles seamlessly on slopes facing the
right of way
 Install skylights on roofs not visible from the right of way, and which will not impact original
roofing.
Walls:
Upgrades:  When original wall fabric is not present, insulating prior to replacement of wall fabric. Using
an efficient, termite-resistant product such as hardi-plank may be appropriate in such a circumstance.
Windows, Original
Upgrades:  Awnings: Add awnings on south, east, or west elevations to reduce heat load – different awning types are appropriate for different architectural styles. Staff can assist.

 If original “wavy” glass is no longer present, remove single pane glass from sashes and replace
with low-tint, low-e glass
 Shutters: Operable, colonial-style shutters can be used for both hurricane protection and midday sun.

Applicant can demonstrate continued hardship through (a) utility bills before changes and after, showing
little improvement; or (b) utility bills of subject structure and structure of like size and type showing a
significant difference in energy usage.

Board Certificate of Appropriateness:
Fee:
$10.00
Review Time: 1-2 Months (requires public hearing)

Windows, Non-Original
Upgrades:  Replace inappropriate replacement windows with more historically appropriate, low e, impact
resistant windows. On a contributing structure, installation method and window trim are crucial for historic appropriateness. The Historic Preservation Officer will assist you in these design details in the Certificate of
Appropriateness process.
q Re-open historic window opening(s)that have been blocked in to add natural light and ventilation
Doors:
Upgrades:  Original doors with windows: If original glass is not present, remove replacement glass and
install tow-tint, low-e glass.
 Non-original replacement doors: Remove and replace with an historically-appropriate design
with a higher insulation factor and/or fit.
Front or Back Porches:
Open porches provide a number of sustainable benefits: they shade the enclosed structure from
sun, dramatically reducing heat gain, and they create an “outdoor room” for temperate days, extending the “no
-A/C season.”
Upgrades:  Remove alterations enclosing a once-open porch

Landscape/Yard:
Upgrade:  Install solar PV panels and small wind turbines not visible from the right of way

Tier Three
These represent the most invasive changes to a structure.
The following options damage the structure’s or the district’s historic integrity, and are not recommended.
Options listed under this tier can be recommended only under the following circumstances:
All reasonable efforts have been made to address sustainability issues with maintenance and upgrades found
under tier one and tier two; AND

Roof/Attic:
Upgrades:  Remove original, functioning roof to replace with more energy-efficient roof, or to replace with
solar shingles
 Sloped roofs: Painting with reflective paint to reduce heat load
 Install photo voltaic (PV) solar panels or wind turbines on roof slopes visible from the right of
way
 Install new skylights on roofs which are visible from the right of way.
Walls:

Wood Clapboard and thick stucco are traditional, local exterior wall fabric choices, and are beneficial for their
naturally insulating features.

Upgrades:  Remove original exterior wall fabric to add insulation
 Cover original exterior wall fabric with insulation and sheathing structure with non-original
material, such as vinyl, aluminum or hardi-plank
Windows: Historic, operable, double-hung windows are vital for taking advantage of reducing energy consumption on temperate, breezy days. Lowering the top sash allows hotter air near the ceiling to vent from the house. (New, single-hung
windows do not have this sustainable, natural-venting option. )
Upgrade:  Remove original windows in order to install impact-rated, low-e replacement windows. Incidentally, replacement windows are generally not “repairable” like original wood windows. When they fail they
must be replaced, placing more burden on landfills, non-renewable resources, and your wallet. “The reason
they call them ‘replacement windows’ is because you’ve got to keep replacing them!”
 Install solar screens over original wood windows, obscuring windows.
Doors: Historic wooden doors are a character-defining feature of historic structures. Wood is a good insulator.
Upgrade:  Remove original exterior door to replace with insulated doors
Floors: Many local historic homes have original dade county pine hardwood floors. Wood is a good insulator.
Upgrade:  Remove original wood floors to install insulation and/ or to install a different energy-efficient
flooring

